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It may be an aphorism to most of the individuals that summer is one of the seasons that can be
cherished to its core. Many people await the arrival of this season that brings joy and not forget to
mention, the heat. Those who are rovers canâ€™t sustain without taking an excursion to their chosen
destination so that they can feel the exuberance leaking from every corner of the destination they
pay a visit to. So, pack your bags and get going to the appealing country of Nepal? Nepal is the
country that is fully packed with awe-inspiring tourist attractions. Many ardent travellers like you donâ€™t
believe in wasting time when it comes to booking flights to Nepal. Nepal is made up of some
gorgeous landscapes. You can also get to take a glance at some of the notable and interesting
places which are definitely worth a visit.

Nepal is the nation that is immersed in the gigantic mountains. It is home to the highest peak on the
planet, the Mt. Everest. In reality, it is one of the most admired countries in the world that exerts a
pull on the tourists flying from all over the world to visit its highlights. However, many may have a
notion lingering in their minds that Nepal is packed with only temples, which are its prime
attractions. But this statement doesnâ€™t prove to be true.

Other than the temples, there are other places of interest and since it is nation of mountains, one
can also derive absolute pleasure from an adventure sport like trekking. The visitors can go on
trekking on varied trekking trails such as Upper Mustang Trek, Langtang, Annuparna Circuit, Gokyo
Lake Trekking, etc. You can also get pleasure from other adventurous activities such as rafting and
kayaking.

Now, letâ€™s embark on a journey to Kathmandu, shall we? Regarded as the capital of Nepal, there is
so much to do and see in this mesmeric city. The various places of interest would certainly make
your trip an exciting and a memorable one. In the years gone by, the city has come across a great
evolution due to which it has been persuading many to grab cheap flights to Kathmandu.

You can visit the following highlights to feel the vibrancy of the city:

Â»Pashupatinath Temple

Â»Monkey Temple

Â»Balaju Water Gardens

Â»Bhagmati Ghats

Â»Bouddhanath Stupa

Â»Hanuman Dhoka

Kathmandu proudly boasts of its highly praised Buddhist temples in Asia. So, what are you waiting
for? Grab flights to Kathmandu from Manchester and feel the difference.
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Robert Connor - About Author:
Robert Connor is an expert in the tourism industry and has extensive knowledge a airline tickets to
kathmandu and a cheap flights from Birmingham to Kathmandu. You can contact him at +44 (0) 208
385 6850.
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